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Ga Narrators and Narratives

Marion Kilson

Aided by advances in audiovisual technology
and socioiinguistic analysis, folklorists and
anthropologists have begun to look beyond texts
to the temporal, spatial, and social contexts of oral
literary performance. Recent analyses of story
performance have emphasized the formal aspects
of communication between teller and audience
and between image and culture (e.g., Ben-Amos
and Goldstein 1975; Cosentino 1982). In this
paper my focus is somewhat different. I explore
 aspects of narrator and narrative relations as they
are suggested by an analysis of Ga tales from
southeastern Ghana 1 .

This discussion of Ga narratives and narrators
is based on three sets of tales recorded by Ga men
and women between 1964 and 1970. One set of
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1 The Ga people live in a series of coastal towns and
v dlages on the Accra Plains of southeastern Ghana. The most
important social unit in Ga society is the cognatic family,
Miose living members are dispersed in households within a
to Wn and satellite villages. In traditional Ga society, house
holds ideally comprise unisexual kingroups in which adult
^atrikinswomen and children live together and mature
Ntrikinsmen are co-resident. Contemporary Ga culture has
t3e en shaped by intensive and lengthy interaction between
Ga-speaking peoples and representatives of other African
ari d Euro-American cultural traditions.

seventeen tales was published in English by Peter
Eric Adotey Addo (1968), another set of sixteen
tales was recorded in Ga by Gladys Adjei 2 , and
the third set of sixteen tales - recorded by several
men and women - was published in Ga and

English by Mary Esther Kropp Dakubu and
Phyllis Riby-Williams (1972). These three sets of
tales were produced for western audiences. Addo
introduced his collection of Ga tales with a
commentary on the disappearance of tales in
urbanizing Africa and the humane values that
“Africa can teach the world” through tales
(1968: 11). Gladys Adjei recorded Ga tales forme
as I began to learn her mother tongue. As linguists
Dakubu and Riby-Williams collected tales as part
of a larger project of recording Ga literary genres
(cf. also Dakubu 1981). Since all the tales were
recorded as representative samples of the Ga
tradition for cultural outsiders, questions about
the dynamics of the relationship between Ga
narrator and Ga audience can hardly be pursued
with profit. Nevertheless, sufficient sociological
information - each narrator’s sex, approximate

 age, occupation, and place of residence at the time
of recording a tale - is known to draw some
inferences about certain relations between narra
tor and narrative.

The episodic structure of most Ga tales
revolves around a pivotal relationship between
two major characters (see table 1). Since my work
on Mende tales indicated that narrators told tales
about characters and situations with which they
could identify (Kilson 1976: 34-35), I initially
hypothesized that at least one major character in a
Ga tale would be of the same sex as the narrator.

Although each of the twenty-five tales recorded
by men did indeed revolve around a pivotal

2 Selections from the Gladys Adjei recordings are
published for the first time in this paper.


